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DOGMA LAB is a cross-disciplinary design lab and consultancy based in Shanghai, China.
Founded by Benjamin Bacon and Vivian Xu, we believe in the cross-pollination of DESIGN,
TECHNOLOGY, ART and SCIENCE in the creation of products, as well as experimental works in
art, music, and performance.
We are interested in fostering an environment that uses ideas and concepts developed in
research and experimentation to drive and elevate production, forming a sustainable ecosystem of intellectuals and artisans. Through our work, we hope to build a community and hub
where creatives from diverse backgrounds can come together to exchange ideas and
inspiration, and more importantly, create unique and culturally rich projects, narratives and
experiences.

Products:
- Music Instruments
- Wearables

Commissioned Work:
- Interactive Installation
- Public Art
- Exhibition Design

Media Production:
- Music Production
- Video Production

Design Education/Research

OUR FOCUSES

Soundspade
Designed and Created
by Benjamin Bacon
2005
A crowd-sourcing digital music performance interface that uses network connection to pull music
from shared iTunes libraries and uses them as the
source material to create experimental electronic
soundscapes.
We are currently in the process of minimizing this
instrument into a more user-friendly, portable
product for electronic musicians.

Soundspade
Circuit and Interface Design

Soundspade
Software Interface

Dogma Dual Axis Mono Synthesizer
Designed and Created
by Benjamin Bacon
2015
The DDAMS-1 is an open source Arduino
based 2 voice granular mono-synth with a
customized dual-axis accelerometer human
musical interface, midi in, line level out and
programmable controller.

Blackeyeliner DJ Night
Produced by Dogma
Founded by Benjamin Bacon
2012 Blackeyeliner is a monthly multimedia DJ night that
was started by Benjamin Bacon and Alex Chow in
Beijing. It strives to bring a diverse variety of music to
the Beijing underground music scene. Blackeyeliner is
produced by Dogma and has been featured in
magazines such as Timeout Beijing, City Weekend.

黑眼线

Voltage Divider
Produced by Dogma
Founded by Benjamin Bacon
2014 Voltage Divider is a bi-monthly experimental live electronic
music night that was started by Benjamin Bacon in Shanghai.
The goal of the event was to bring together Beijing and
Shanghai (occasionally Hong Kong) musicians that have diverse
music styles to dedicate a night to the showcase of electronic
music, and to encourage musical exchange between the two
cities. Voltage Divider - Snapline was listed as one of the top
underground shows of 2015 in Smart Shanghai.

Public Interactive Installation Affinity Installation
Museum of Applied Art and Science, Sydney, Australia
Touch Interface researched and designed by Benjamin Bacon and Vivian Xu
2014

The installation looked to simulate a neuron system that when audiences
touched the nodes of the network, they would trigger a light show of
neurons lighting up in the installation.
Dogma Lab was charged with researching and testing the technology and
materials needed to create industrial level sustainable touch interfaces
that would hold through outdoor weather for a permanent intallation.

Reloading Exhibition Opening
LBD Museum Opening
Media Design
Project Manager, Benjamin Bacon
2014
For the opening exhibition Reloading of the new LBD Museum
in Pudong, Shanghai, Dogma Lab was commissioned to provide
the media design for a series of performance videos projected
on the diagonal walls of the infrastructure. The LBD Museum was
previously an old coal loading and unloading station, its unique
architectural structure provided an interesting challenge for
projection art.

Bubble Projection
For BYOB Shanghai
by Benjamin Bacon and Vivian Xu
2014
For Bring Your Own Beamer at Shanghai’s famous
1933, Dogma Lab created a series of projection
experiments that test new ways of generating
projection through chemical and physical reactions
and phenomena. We worked with the luminal
reaction that creates artificial luminescent light in
glow sticks, as well as created a set of ultrasonic
speakers to alter the surface of a bubble screen to
display hologram projections.

Ultrasonic speakers, by Dogma Lab.

Traveler 2016
Particle Fever The Gymnasium
Pop Up
by Benjamin Bacon and Vivian Xu
2016
Traveler 2016 is an interactive installation created by Dogma Lab for sportswear brand
Particle Fever’s pop up art show The Gymnasium. The piece consists of a bicycle and
multitude of screens that surround the exhibition space. When a participant mounts
the bike and starts peddling, the action triggers a video of running athletes in
Particle Fever sportswear that runs across each screen in sequence, to give the illusion
of running across the space. As she / he runs across the space, the video triggers a
sound effect that also travels around the space with the video.

Greenscreened video of athlete running

ESO
National Museum of China, Beijing, China (top)
by Benjamin Bacon
2013
The Electromechanical Solenoid Orchestra (ESO) is an interactive sculpture and
modular musical orchestra. The ESO stems initially from the obeservation that
simple electromechanical actuators and solenoids can create complex machines.
It is based on musical compositions created from unique, custom-made and
non-traditional instruments. The form of the ESO is influenced by the Stele Forest
at the Xi’an Beilin Museum including the systemic arrangment of ancient stone
horse hitching posts, the assortment of sculptural characters on each post as well
as the musical synesthesia of being in that environment. Through digital data
control, the ESO system is capable of generativing music and sonic landscapes
in real-time.

ESO
Matrix Setup Diagram

Mingle V.2
by Benjamin Bacon
2014
Mingle is a voyeuristic sound installation that interacts with audio messages
left by people in remote locations (other cities and countries) and uses their
conversations as fodder for sound experimentation by constructing a sound
poem.
Simple but elegant red phones are used as the tool for people to listen into
the sound poem as well as allowing them to leave their own messages. The
sound poem then loops until another is created through new messages. The
location of the red phones change from time to time and is flexible as long as
there is a connection to the Internet. All messages left on the red phones are
saved to a sound sample database.

Living Devices
by Vivian Xu
2013
Living Devices seeks to break down the barrier between machine and
organism by transforming electric signals into emergent bacteria growth
patterns within a single device. The device allows access into the living
system of bacteria through electric stimulation and manipulate their growth
outcome to form visual patterns.

Protocol 1:
Modifying and prepping petri plate with agar.

Protocol 2:
Seeding bacteria and spreeding evenly on petri plate.

Protocol 3:
Electro-stimulating petri plates while culture grew.

Silkworm Project I:
Printing in Flat Space
by Vivian Xu
2014
The Silkworm Project I: Printing in Flat Space researches and
speculates on the possibilities of designing a flat silk printing
machine that harnesses silkworm’s spinning behavior to create
self-generated flat silk patterns.

Removable square loop to stretch fabric on for placing
silkworm and a electro-stimulation matrix.

Silkworm Project II:
Printing in Space
by Vivian Xu
2016
The Silkworm Project II: Printing in Space researches and speculates
on the possibilities of designing a silk printing machine that is
driven by silkworm behavior to create three-dimensional silk
structures. The machines are designed in such a way that put
together, they create a physical sensor network where each machine
can influence its neighbors to create a comlex chaotic machine
system.

Silkworm Spinning in Spinning Machine Contraption

Spun results from Silkworm Spatial Spinning Machine

The Magnetic Body Instrument
Project + Performance + Mini Documentary
by Benjamin Bacon
2016
The Magnetic Body Instrument Project looks at the human body as
an interface and explores innovative ways of hacking the body for
the purpose of musical expression and performance. By embedding
magnets into his fingers, and working his hands in combination with
custom designed and developed electromagnetic instruments, the
artist creates new modes of sound generation, musical performance
and new experiences for both the performer and the audience.

Performance at “+++” Audiovisual Interaction International Forum.
Hosted by China Academy of Art Shanghai Institute of Design.

The Electric Skin Project
by Vivian Xu
2016
The Electric Skin Project explores the possibility of
creating a wearable that extends the functionality of
the skin to sense electromagnetic fields (mostly within
the radio spectrum) and translate that information into
touch sensation. The wearable consists of two main
functional parts: 1) A matrix of omnidirectional antennas
that act as sensors and probes and 2) corresponding
electrodes that stimulate the skin of the wearer. Through
this artificial “skin” or “exoskeleton”, the wearable
changes our experience, perception, and understanding
of space and movement, and in doing so, our i
nteractions. The project speculates on the possible
co-evolution of man and technology and draws
attention to the role of environmental influence on our
own bodily development and behavior.

Antenna detects
slight
fluxuations in the
static-electro field
Circuit amplifies the
signal and uses it as
a trigger

The vibration motor
under the circuit is
activated to stimulate
the wearer’s skin

Electric Skin Project
Single Sensory Circuit

PEPPER's Ghost Interactive Display

A Kinect hidden in the display stand captures
audience gestures and feeds that information
into a mini computer in the stand.

Inner Mechanics
Pepper’s Ghost Interactive Display
Team: Benjamin Bacon, Vivian Xu, Danny Kuo, Maciej
Dudek, Benjamin Rebelion
2017

A projector projects interactive generative
images based on the gestures captured by
the kinect onto a transparent screen.

An interactive projection
is displayed on the
transparent screen.

The Pepper’s Ghost Interactive Display combines the
kinect gestural capture system with the Pepper’s Ghost
setup to create an gesturally controlled interactive
system. Two of these systems were design and built for
client PHD to showcase at their Future of Marketing
conference and showcase.

XTD CHRISTMAS TREE
INSPIRATION AND CONCEPT
圣诞树灵感概念说明

今年的新天地圣诞树，我们用科技与艺术打造了一个梦幻空间， 为忙碌的都市
人在这浪漫又喜庆的节日里创造了一个互动式游乐场，还原了一场内心的孩童
梦。我们将曾经只能放在书桌上的圣诞水晶球放大成十多米高的沉浸式水晶球
小型主题公园。整个水晶球采用前卫，简约，又不失梦幻感和趣味性的视觉风
格。参与者有机会进入水晶球内部，体验一回当圣诞矮人族的感受，领略都市
童话。
在一层底座内，游人们可以跳入充满着10万个波波球的球海，尽情的嬉戏，
享受，释放平日的压力。放眼望去的白色半透明球海，即能让人们找回童趣，
又运用强烈的视觉冲击力满足人们尽情拍照留念的愿望，是捕捉圣诞记忆好地
点。
随着半弧形的阶梯上到二层，陷入眼帘的硕大玻璃穹顶，整个玻璃球表面安装
了超过千米的 LED 灯光系统，配以团队精心打造的灯光设计，点亮天空。
水晶球的中央位置是圣诞树，由七彩和透光面板搭建而成，呈现多边形的结构
设计，如同水晶是一样，在白日里反射阳光，在夜晚里折射内结构灯光系统的
变化。人们可以像探索洞穴一样走进水晶石树。整个树体结构内布满了量身定
制的互动灯光系统。人们通过触碰树干上手印触碰点的方式与树和水晶球互
动，逐渐唤醒树的”枝枝叶叶”，由内向外点亮整个装置。我们以一种游戏化
的趣味触碰式模式，引导观众齐心协力来共同创造美好的灯光秀，也创造了美
好的圣诞记忆。

Produced by Xin Tian Di and Dogma Lab. Collaborating studios include Anyways,
Here’s the Thing (NYC), 100 Architects (SH). Team members include: Benjamin Bacon,
Vivian Xu, Eric Jiang, Henry Lamm, Javier Gonzalez, Marcial Jesus, Maciej Dudek, Liz
Li, Han Han. Photography and videography by Andrew Rochfort and Michael Yuan.
Constructed by EMCC.

This year’s Xin Tian Di Christmas Tree utilizes both technology and art to
recreate a childhood dream in the form of an interactive playground for busy
urban dwellers to come relax and enjoy during the merry holiday season of
Christmas. We took inspiration from the small holiday table top snow globe
and blew it up into a multi-storied immersive theme park. The visual stylings
of the installation are modern and minimal, with a touch of romance and fun.
Participants are invited to enter the globe to experience what it must feel
like to be one of Santa’s elves in this urban fantasy.
At the base of the tree, visitors can jump into a sea of one hundred thousand
transparent white balls to release their inhibitions and stress. The ball pit not
only encourages full-hearted immersive play, but also creates a clean white
backdrop for selfies.
As the viewer ascends along the circular stairs up to the second floor, what
immediately comes into view is the massive dome structure overhead. Built
with hundreds of panels lined with over 1000 meters of interactive LEDs that
light up periodically with custom designed lighting shows, brightening up
the sky both day and night.
In the center of the crystal ball is the Christmas Tree, constructed in a
low-poly style using dichroic and transparent acrylic, like a light emitting
crystal, reflecting the light in the day and refracting the internal lights at
night. Visitors can explore the cavity of the Christmas Tree, where the internal space of the tree is lined and it with custom designed interactive lighting. When people touch the hand print touch points at the base of the tree,
through collaborative work, they can light up the entire Christmas Tree and
crystal ball level by level, layer by layer from the inside out. Through gaming
and play, we hope to bring people together during the holiday season to
create wonderful experiences and wonderful memories.

Benjamin Bacon (USA), musician, creative technologist, designer and professor. He
is the co-founder of Dogma Lab, a cross-disciplinary media and design consultancy
based in Shanghai. He previously held the same title in the Design + Technology
program at Parsons The New School for Design and was the former Director of the
undergraduate Design + Technology program at Parsons The New School for Design.
Additionally he has held professorships at several top ranked international Universities.

{ Benjamin Bacon }
Co-Founder @ Dogma
+86 185-1629-3275
me@benjaminbacon.com

He has over 10 years of experience as a musician and DJ preforming across the US,
Europe and China, and has exhibited and lectured in North America, Europe, Asia and
the Middle East. He is the founder and resident musician for Voltage Divider. Voltage
Divider is a series of music and media events based in Shanghai that explore different
experimental and avant-garde musical styles and non-traditional production methods.

Vivian Xu is an artist, researcher and designer from Beijing, currently based in
Shanghai. Her work explores the boundaries between bio and electronic media in
creating new forms of machine logic, life and sensory systems. She has shown and
lectured at various institutions in China, the US, Germany, and Australia, including the
National Art Museum of China, the Chronus Art Center, New York Science Museum,
Art Laboratory Berlin and SymbioticA. She is co-founder of Shanghai-based cross-disciplinary design lab Dogma Lab. She was Research Fellow at the Interactive Media Arts
Program at New York University, Shanghai, and researcher and committee member at
Genspace, a community bio lab in Brooklyn, New York.

{ Vivian Xu }
Co-Founder @ Dogma
+86 156-1891-3252
vivian.xwj@gmail.com

